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Automated content analysis of the Hawaiʻi small boat fishery survey reveals
nuanced, evolving conflicts
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ABSTRACT. Manual content analysis provides a systematic and reliable method to analyze patterns within a narrative text, but for
larger datasets, where human coding is not feasible, automated content analysis methods present enticing and time-efficient solutions
to classifying patterns of text automatically. However, the massive dataset needed and complexity of analyzing these large datasets
have hindered their use in fishery science. Fishery scientists typically deal with intermediately sized datasets that are not large enough
to warrant the complexity of sophisticated automated techniques, but that are also not small enough to cost-effectively analyze by
hand. For these cases, a dictionary-based automated content analysis technique can potentially simplify the automation process without
losing contextual sensitivity. Here, we built and tested a fisheries-specific data dictionary to conduct an automated content analysis of
open-ended responses in a survey of the Hawaiʻi small boat fishery to examine the nature of the fishery conflict. In this paper we
describe the overall performance of the methodology, creating and applying the dictionary to fishery data, as well as advantages and
limitations of the method. The results indicate that the dictionary approach is capable of quickly and accurately classifying unstructured
fisheries data into structured data, and that it was useful in revealing deeply rooted conflicts that are often ambiguous and overlooked
in fisheries management. In addition to providing a proof of concept for the approach, the dictionary can be reused on subsequent
waves of the survey to continue monitoring the evolution of these conflicts. Further, this approach can be applied within the field of
fishery and natural resource conservation science more broadly, offering a valuable addition to the methodological toolbox.
Key Words: automated content analysis; codebook; conservation conflicts; fisheries; Hawaiʻi; text mining; qualitative coding
INTRODUCTION
As with many natural resource issues, managing fishery resources
means managing human interactions with fish, so the social
context is just as important as biological and ecological factors
(Fulton et al. 2010). To gain a better understanding of social
issues, fishery management is informed by many sources of
qualitative information. Content analysis is a popular research
technique to analyze qualitative data and make valid inferences.
Such analysis historically has been done manually, where
researchers read and interpret textual data and assign thematic
codes. Although qualitative data analysis software such as
MAXQDA, NVivo, or Atlas.ti are often used to assist this process
and for data organization, the initial coding process is still
conducted by hand using the software interface. Our current
digital age brings substantial changes to content analysis and new
possibilities for understanding large volumes of textual data. In
the era of “big data,” automated content analysis methods have
emerged that can complement manual methods, although they
are not yet frequently applied in fisheries or other natural resource
conservation contexts. Each method has different strengths and
weaknesses where choosing which method is most appropriate
for a research question can, in part, be determined by dataset size.
Automated methods are well suited for big data where the size
exceeds the capabilities of traditional manual methods and where
the dataset is large enough for reliable machine learning. However,
evaluating whether a dataset is “big” can vary by subject domain,
variable type, and research questions (Connolly-Ahern et al. 2009,
Luke et al. 2011). For example, 1000 tweets could include a lot
less information than 10 one-hour interviews. In a fishery context,
the size of the dataset is often in a middle ground that cannot be
considered “big” enough for reliable use of automated content
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analysis alone, but it isn’t “small” enough for traditional manual
content analysis to be cost-effective. This article provides
guidance for a modified automated approach that can be applied
to moderately sized datasets such as those typical in the field of
fishery science and other conservation issues.
Examining social issues in fisheries science routinely relies on
manual content analysis (MCA) to systematically organize
patterns emerging from the narrative text (Kamhawi and Weaver
2003). MCA allows researchers to analyze data and interpret its
meaning by manually coding text units and then constructing
concepts from the occurrence of coded units. As a research
method, MCA represents a systematic approach to describe and
quantify salient concepts (Elo and Kyngäs 2008). By distilling
long text into fewer concept-related categories, researchers can
test theory and enhance understanding of the topic at hand.
Categories serve as a conceptual system to reveal the underlying
meaning of the content and to develop valid inferences from the
text. However, the method has limitations, namely, it is costly and
time intensive for larger datasets. The cost of manual content
analysis is roughly proportional to the amount of data being
analyzed.
Automated content analysis (ACA) can improve efficiency by
using the power of machine learning to analyze text. ACA has a
high initial cost but once set up, increasing the amount of data
requires little additional analytical effort (Trilling and Jonkman
2018). There has been impressive progress of automated tools for
digital text analysis to handle ever-growing datasets. Some
popular ACA approaches are supervised and unsupervised
machine learning algorithms that have expanded the ability to
scale up manual classification when dealing with large textual
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data (Maier et al. 2018). Although supervised and unsupervised
machine learning techniques have the capacity to classify textual
content in a consistent and scalable fashion, both require a dataset
large enough to build accurate and reliable coding schemes. In
fields such as fishery science, datasets typically deal with
intermediately sized datasets that are not large enough to warrant
the development of complex machine learning algorithms.
A dictionary approach is one of the more simple and
straightforward ACA approaches that can be used to analyze
moderately sized datasets. It mechanizes a custom thesaurus-like
dictionary containing keywords and phrases that represent a
category or thematic construct. The software then reads the
corpus; each time the dictionary encounters a specific word, it is
counted and binned into that construct (Deng et al. 2017).
Therefore, when using the dictionary approach for moderately
sized data, the success will rely on the consistent technical
vernacular used within the dataset. The dictionary technique has
been a useful tool for social scientists in fields such as tourism
research to analyze open-ended responses (Stepchenkova et al.
2009), agriculture to analyze policy statutes (Robson and Davis
2014), political science to analyze floor speeches (Grimmer and
Stewart 2013), and medical science to analyze drug reviews on
forums (Asghar et al. 2013). However, the technique poses some
limitations. The dictionary still requires several subjective steps
to develop the dictionary and associated categories. Further,
words have different meanings in different contexts, and
determining how many different ways a word can be categorized
can be challenging. Despite these limitations, the dictionary ACA
approach may be well suited for the type of qualitative data we
typically see in a fishery setting for two reasons. First, social issues
within a fishery are relatively predictable and limited in scope.
The limited breadth of conflict topics that typically arise from
fishery datasets consistently use key terms throughout the
narrative text to denote that specific topic. A fishery-specific
dictionary could include the industry-specific terms while being
sensitive to the semantics that may vary from common usage in
the English language. Second, the moderate dataset size lends
itself to a dictionary approach. To manually create the dictionary,
researchers only need to read a subset of text and discover the
most covered topics for analysis.
To extend ACA applications within a fishery context, we build
and test a fisheries-specific dictionary to conduct an automated
content analysis of conflicts identified in open-ended responses
in surveys of the Hawaiʻi small boat fishery. Specifically, our
dataset includes two socioeconomic surveys conducted in 2007
and 2014 by the Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Center (PIFSC),
a branch of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). The main purpose of the surveys was
to assess the economic, social, and cultural characteristics of the
fishery. Survey respondents were fishers holding a State of Hawaiʻi
Commercial Marine License who fished using small boats
(typically under 40 feet) and sold at least one fish in the survey’s
respective year (Hospital et al. 2011, Chan and Pan 2017).
Responses were recorded from fishers across all islands of Hawaiʻi
and included demographic information, vessel characteristics,
fishing activity, fishing motivation, and more. Like many fisheries,
the Hawaiʻi small boat fishery experiences conflicts over
management options. One open-ended survey question asked,
“Do you have any suggestions for how Hawaiʻi’s fisheries should

be managed or topics that you feel need further study?” Responses
previously were examined for broad resource topics, but
indications of conflict between commercial fishermen, noncommercial fishermen, and managers suggested that a more
robust analysis of responses could improve understanding of the
drivers of conflict. This data set is well-suited to evaluate the
utility of a dictionary-based ACA approach as an effective
method to analyze moderately sized datasets because it is both
large enough to include a range of themes and topics, yet small
enough to effectively compare results to manual coding.
METHOD
To assist in both the MCA and ACA research process, we used
Provalis Research as our data analysis platform. Provalis Research
is one of the few qualitative data analysis platforms that includes
the ability to create a custom data dictionary that interacts with
manual content analysis. We used two different types of software
from Provalis Research to assist in the coding, annotating, and
dictionary building. QDA miner 5.0.23 allowed us to conduct
MCA whereas WordStat 8.0.16 was used to create a custom
fishery conflict dictionary for ACA. Because the two different
types of software are from the same company, they communicate
with each other seamlessly to facilitate analysis. Metadata for this
project is available through NOAA’s InPort enterprise
management system (PIFSC 2021).
Conceptual framework for fisheries conflict
When analyzing any corpus of text, a strong conceptual
framework facilitates the content analysis process, providing
theoretical underpinning for the research question and analysis,
and potentially insightful data classifications, themes, and codes
(Green 2014). We use Madden and McQuinn’s conflict model,
which classifies conflict into three levels and drivers into three
dimensions. Figure 1 illustrates a modified version of the Madden
and McQuinn (2014) model classifying conflict into three levels:
disputes, underlying conflicts, and identity-based conflicts. The
dispute level is straightforward and represents the tangible issue
or disagreement. Underlying conflicts add another layer of
complexity in which conflicts carry over meaning from previous
unresolved disputes that add significance to the present situation.
Identity-based conflict involves values, beliefs, and objectives
defining an individual’s identity. In resource conflicts, where the
use of the resource is deeply intertwined with identity, people will
vehemently resist if they feel their social identity or access to a
resource is being threatened. Conflict can persist, or even worsen,
if these underlying and identity-based conflicts go unaddressed
(Madden and McQuinn 2014). However, underlying and identitybased conflicts are not easily articulated, nor accurately identified.
People primarily voice the tangible dispute level. This often leads
to conflict resolution approaches designed to focus on substantive
disputes, which can perversely increase social tension among
stakeholder groups, erode trust and common understanding, and
ultimately contribute to a decline in fish stocks (Pomeroy et al.
2007, Murshed-e-Jahan et al. 2014, Spijkers et al. 2018). Madden
and McQuinn complement their levels with three dimensions of
conflict that may be driving environmental conflicts to deeper and
often invisible levels and thus must be addressed by management
(Madden and McQuinn 2014; Fig. 1): “substance,” directly
addressing the dispute level, “relationships,” the personal conflicts
and the quality of the relationships (trust or level of respect)
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between stakeholders, and “process” used to enhance decisionmaking design, equity, and implementation. We overlaid the
dimensions of conflict on the levels of conflict to illustrate that
successful management responses need to address substance,
relationships, and process dimensions together at each of the
dispute, underlying, and identity-based conflict levels. Although
it is difficult to accurately decipher the deeper levels of conflict
through fishers’ responses, dimensions can be easier to interpret.
Therefore, the following methods use the substance, relationships,
and process dimensions to guide the manual content analysis
processes and indirectly tackle deeper levels of conflict.
Fig. 1. The conceptual framework for analyzing how three
dimensions of conflict, i.e., substance, relationship, and process,
contribute to the conflict at hand, some of which is often
hidden in deeper levels of conflict. Both relationships and
process can influence conflict at each level, indicated by the
dashed line. Central to conflict analysis is to identify which
dimensions are neglected and how management can target them
more effectively. Adapted from Madden and McQuinn (2014).

process themes related to the decision-making design, as well as
perception of equity. Each increasing level of abstraction, from
codes to themes to the dimensions of the overarching framework
elucidate different concepts from the text and generate either
broad or specific knowledge from the data set (Bengtsson 2016,
Cavanagh 1997). The final coding scheme includes 20 codes and
7 themes related to the dimensions of conflict framework (Table
1).
The comments from one respondent could include more than one
code. For example, the following comment would be coded as
access issues, overfishing, and blaming netters, which fall under
the substance and relationship dimensions within the conflict
framework:
Why do we have deep bottom restricted areas if we have
a quota. Personally, I think there should be no restricted
areas but a quota. I think Opelu and Akule netting needs
to be banned. The amount of fish we see while going night
time to catch these two species have severely declined over
the years. I have seen the netters scoop entire schools of
these fish. Yes there will be about 10 people unemployed
if you ban these netting but overall there will be thousands
of people that will get to enjoy catching and eating these
fish in the future. It is about sustainment and netting is
depleting the species.
Multiple codes attached to the same comment are known as cooccurrence. Examining coding co-occurrence can serve as an
indication that there may be implicit communication patterns in
the text (Armborst 2017) and can provide insight into the
relationships between the codes, themes, and broader dimensions.
Development of codes and relationships between them were
discussed with the research team throughout the coding process.
All coding and analysis was conducted by the first author for
internal consistency.

Manual content analysis
We first applied manual content analysis to a single dataset, the
PIFSC’s 2014 small boat fishery survey (373 responses), through
an abstraction process of open coding and creating higher order
themes. We coded the open-ended comments using grounded
theory (Charmaz 2006, Glaser and Strauss 1967), which develops
theory from observations. Following Erlingsson and Brysiewicz
(2017), we manually attached notes, headings, and descriptive
labels to the content relevant to our conflict framework as they
emerged from the data. As we began to see similar ideas repeated,
we refined the labels into consistent codes, revisiting the data to
ensure that the labels were applied consistently. The final codes
represent specific concepts that describe conflict through
management suggestions and assist in organizing the underlying
meaning of the content.
The next step was to organize the codes into higher order themes
by grouping codes that are related to each other in relation to the
conflict framework discussed above. Themes related to the direct
dispute or conflicts within the fishery were binned under the
substance dimension. Themes under the relationship dimension
involved the interaction of different actors within a fishery, and

Building and testing the automated content analysis
To construct a custom dictionary, researchers need to identify the
right words and phrases within the text of interest and assign them
to respective codes. We have identified codes from the narrative
text; here we develop a custom dictionary from the manual coding,
apply the dictionary to the unclassified 2007 dataset to automate
coding classification, and evaluate how well the MCA and
dictionary-assisted ACA perform.
Dictionary construction
The first step to build the dictionary involves pre-processing the
dataset to prepare the corpus for further analysis. We conducted
two types of pre-processing techniques: spelling check and stop
word removal. First, spelling mistakes were simply corrected for
the entire dataset. Stop words with little semantic meaning (“a,”
“the,” “and,” etc.) are put into an exclusion list that instructs the
computer to overlook these words (Deng et al. 2017). A processed
dataset allows researchers to examine the most frequent keywords
and assign them to a particular code based on associated
meanings.
Data dictionaries consist of three primary elements: “the entry
(words and phrases), the categories, and the association between
entries and categories” (Deng et al. 2017:952). The manual coding
in the previous section yielded specific codes guided by the
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Table 1. Codes and definition of final coding scheme.
Conflict Dimension

Themes

Codes

Definitions

Substance

Policy and Regulatory Issues

Inadequate Enforcement
Catch Limit Regulations

Inadequate enforcement from state and government institutions
Current catch limit regulations are not effective; suggestions to
improve catch limit regulations
Current size/weight limit regulations are not effective; suggestions
to improve size/weight limits
Issues over restricted areas; open areas to fishing (i.e., Bottomfish
Restricted Fishing Areas [BRFAs]); closures are a bad idea; closures
are a good idea
Infrastructure is not maintained by the state/federal government
Fishers livelihood is being affected; concern about economic wellbeing; expenses are high
Depleting fish stocks make it harder to catch fish
Conserve resources; allow fish stocks to replenish; policies involving
protection of resource; current practices are not sustainable; better
regulations promoting sustainable catch
Inadequate enforcement from state and government institutions

Size/Weight Limit
Access Issues

Financial Hardships

Relationships

Infrastructure Maintenance
Financial Hardships

Resource Sustainability

Overfishing
Sustainable Practices

External Conflicts
(Fishers vs. Management)

Distrust
Respect

Internal Conflicts
(Fishers vs. Other Fishers)

Hawaiʻi Small Boat Fishery
is not the Problem
Blaming Longliners
Blaming Netters
Blaming Charters

Process

Ineffective Decision-Making
Design

Illegal Fish Aggregate
Devices/Private Buoys
Equity
Input from Fishers’

Locals Feeling Marginalized

Research
Lack of Traditional
Knowledge
Displace Locals

dimensions of conflict conceptual framework. In this step, we
identified core words and phrases associated with those codes and
binned them into the corresponding dictionary codes. Each entry
into the dictionary acts as an indicator for the code category. A
dictionary entry is known as a “keyword” in Provalis Research
and can consist of words or phrases. The dictionary assumes that
the meaning of a particular unit of text is dependent only on the
occurrence of that specific keyword. For example, if the fishery
survey revealed an “economic” category, the keyword entry list
for the economic category may have included: “cost,” “expensive,”
“price,” “make a living,” etc.
Although we found that keywords and phrases generally
encapsulated the correct meaning of the category, automatic
categorization using the dictionary can trigger Type I errors (false
positives). Custom proximity rules can help mediate the number
of Type I errors by increasing the overall precision of concepts.
One code in our dataset, “overfish” was likely to trigger a false
positive when used in the negative. If fishers’ direct response is:
“fish are overfished,” the software will detect the word
“overfished” and correctly place it into the predetermined
“overfishing” category. However, if the response was “fish are not
overfished,” the software will incorrectly categorize the response

Current catch limit regulations are not effective; suggestions to
improve catch limit regulations
Current size/weight limit regulations are not effective; suggestions
to improve size/weight limits
Issues over restricted areas; open areas to fishing (i.e., BRFAs);
closures are a bad idea; closures are a good idea
Infrastructure is not maintained by the state/federal government
Fishers livelihood is being affected; concern about economic wellbeing; expenses are high
Depleting fish stocks makes it harder to catch fish
Inadequate enforcement from state and government institutions
Current catch limit regulations are not effective; suggestions to
improve catch limit regulations
Current size/weight limit regulations are not effective; suggestions
to improve size/weight limits
Issues over restricted areas; open areas to fishing (i.e., BRFAs);
closures are a bad idea; closures are a good idea
Infrastructure is not maintained by the state/federal government

into the overfishing category. To account for this effect, we created
a rule where keywords under the “overfishing” code were only
true if they were not preceded by a negation (no, not, never, etc.)
within five words of the same sentence.
Finally, to extend the data dictionary’s capabilities, we refined it
with synonym and antonym extension. Synonym and antonym
extension are relatively straightforward; a feature in WordStat
8.0.16 can add synonyms and antonyms of particular words to
the data dictionary. We then assessed each recommendation to
decide whether the entry should be added or disregarded to the
final dictionary, ultimately increasing applicability to other
unclassified data sets.
Validation and accuracy assessment
Before directly applying the dictionary to an unclassified dataset,
it should be validated. For the first round of validation, we used
the keyword in context tool (KWIC) to assess the performance
of the dictionary on the 2014 dataset. The KWIC tool displays
each automatically classified keyword in its original context. The
researcher can then assess whether each specific word was
accurately classified into the appropriate code. The similarity
between the automated and human coding results are the primary
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indicator of dictionary validity (Deng et al. 2019). For each
automated classification, we compared the automatically applied
code to our manual codes. We then calculated the percent of
correct categorizations for each code. Unsurprisingly, the
automated coding was accurate when compared with manual
coding because the data dictionary was built from the manual
codes that emerged in the 2014 dataset. However, this is a
necessary step to ensure the dictionary will not trigger false
positives because keywords may have a different meaning in a
different context.
Ultimately, the purpose of our dictionary is to facilitate future
analysis. Once we confirmed the dictionary would perform well
on the dataset from which it was derived, we applied it to a similar
NOAA small boat fishery survey from 2007 to evaluate how
accurately it performed on a separate dataset. Because we did not
conduct MCA on the 2007 dataset, we relied on the KWIC tool
to display each automated code in relation to the entire response.
Instead of comparing manual codes to determine the accuracy,
we determined whether each automated classification fit the
definition of the codebook from Table 1. We determined the
accuracy of each code by calculating the proportion of times it
was correctly classified over the total number of times it was
detected in the dataset. To confidently apply the data dictionary
to a different unclassified text, automated coding needs to
successfully classify the entries into their correct category at least
80% of the time (Bengston and Xu 1995, Young and Soroka 2012,
Deng et al. 2017).
Analysis of conflict
Once both datasets were classified, the last step of our project was
to use the results of our analysis to examine some fisheries
management-relevant questions. We first investigated whether the
proportion of codes changed over time and/or if codes differed
by motivation within the same year. Each survey response was
assigned a unique identifier number and categorized by
motivation into commercial and non-commercial fishers. Even
though all respondents held a State of Hawaiʻi Commercial
Marine License, previous work has shown that this does not
necessarily mean that they identify as commercial fishers (Leong
et al. 2020). Because identity is one of the deeper levels of conflict,
we classified fishers based on responses to a question that asked
how they defined themselves as fishermen. Those who responded
full-time commercial or part-time commercial were classified as
commercial fishers. Those who responded recreational expense,
purely recreational, subsistence, or cultural were classified as noncommercial fishers. We included recreational expense fishers in
the non-commercial category because even though they sell fish
to offset expenses such as gas, ice, and bait, their primary
motivation is for recreation, not profit. Three respondents did not
respond to this survey question and were not included in this
analysis. Because of the sample size of fishers’ motivation between
the two data sets, we used a multinomial logit model to account
for the variation in nested data.
The second question draws from the conflict framework theory,
which suggests that deeper levels of conflict are often hidden in
easier to articulate surface level disputes. Understanding how the
dimensions of conflict are related to each other can offer insight
to help accurately decipher intangible drivers of conflict from the
tangible substance dimension. To examine the relationship

between each dimension, we measured instances of cooccurrences between codes. We used the built-in code cooccurrence tool to examine the proximity of codes within survey
responses, as related to the substance, relationship, and process
dimensions. We used the Sorensen’s coefficient similarity index,
a statistic that compares the similarity between different samples
using the following formula:

S sd =

2a
( 2 a + b + c)

(1)

where a represents cases where both items occur, and b and c
represent cases where one item is present but the other one is
absent, to determine how often and consistently two codes cooccur or overlap throughout the entire text sample. The coefficient
can take values between 0 (indicating no coding overlap) and 1
(indicating perfect overlap).
RESULTS
The results demonstrate the dictionary “proof of concept” in the
field of fishery science and is structured as follows: (1) we present
the fully developed Hawaiʻi small boat fishery dictionary and
assess the accuracy of the applied dictionary to an unclassified
survey, (2) we illustrate the specific content analysis results for the
two datasets, and (3) we answer fisheries-management related
questions.
Data dictionary
We identified 274 keywords in the fully developed data dictionary
(Table 2), 146 keywords were in the substance category, 73 in
relationships, and 55 in process. Table 2 shows the assignment of
keywords to each pre-specified coding category. Words containing
the * symbol include all letters following that root word. For
example, “enforc*” will match the word “enforce,” “enforces,”
“enforced,” “enforcing,” and “enforcement.” The # symbol stands
for a single numerical digit where two ## symbols represent any
combination of the two digits. For example, “under ##”
encompasses phrases such as “under 10” [pounds], “under 15”
[pounds], “under 20” [pounds], etc. The only rule embedded in
the dictionary was used to account for negations in survey
responses specifically for the words under the “overfishing” code.
The rule improved the reliability of the 2007 data set from 79%
without the rule to 96% accuracy and from 84% to 92% in the
2014 data set.
Assessing the accuracy of ACA
Table 3 shows the accuracy of the automated technique by each
abstraction level. The total average accuracy was 92% for the 2014
dataset and 89% for the 2007 dataset. Breaking this down, the
substance, relationship, and process dimensions had an accuracy
of 92%, 93%, and 88%, respectively in 2014, and 92%, 88%, and
83% for 2007. The higher performance for 2014 is explained by
the fact that the dictionary was developed based on that dataset.
Narrowing down the abstraction level, we found certain categories
were more accurate than others. The “lack of traditional
knowledge,” “distrust,” and the “Hawaiʻi small boat fishery is not
the problem” categories were accurate only 76%, 78%, and 79%,
respectively, below our bar for validity. All other categories in the
2007 and 2014 datasets met the criteria for successful validation.
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Table 2. Data dictionary for the Hawaiʻi small boat fishery. Words containing the * symbol include all letters following that root word.
Substance

Relationships

Process

Policy and Regulatory Issues
Inadequate Enforcement: Enforc*, Fish* illegal*, Illegal activity, Illegal*
fish*, Jail, Officer*, Penalt*, Patrol*, Police, Policing, Theft protect*, Violat*,
Warden*
Catch Limit Regulations: Bag limit*, Cap, Capped, Catch limit*, Daily
limit*, Limit* catch*, TAC, TACs, Total allowable catch*, Quota*
Size/weight Limit: Baby ahi*, Juvenile*, Minimum*, Rat, Rats, Siz*, Small*
ahi*, Small* fish*, Small* tuna*, Under ##, Weight*
Access Issues: BRFA* (bottomfish restricted fishing areas), Close, Closed,
Closing*, Closure*, Open, Reopen*, Restricted area*
Infrastructure Maintenance: Design, Designed, Designing, Disappear*,
Dislodg*, Dredg*, Facility, Facilities, Fix*, Harbor*, Improv*,
Infrastructure*, Install*, Lost, Maint*, Miss*, Put* back, Redeploy*,
Redesign*, Repair*, Replac*, Upgrad*, Upkeep

External Conflicts
Distrust: Accountable, Agenc*, Bad
data, Bogus, Complain*,
Discriminat*, DLNR, Doesn’t matter,
Federal*, FEDs, Fish* Management*,
Fish* regulation*, Fool*,
Government, Incapable, Lack of data,
Law*, Loophole*, Mistake,
Nonnative, Invasive, Politic*, Policies,
Ruin*, Scientist*, Ta'ape, Wrong
Respect: Assholes, BS, Bull shit, Crap,
Damn, Darn, Fed up, Frustrat*,
Stupid*, Suck*, Lazy

Ineffective Process Design
Equity: Advantag*, Cater,
Disadvantage*, Equal, Fair*,
Favorit*, Honest, Isn't right, Not
right, Unfair
Input from Fishers: Accompan*,
Ask*, Cooperation, Discussion
group*, Input, Listen*, Meeting*,
Interact*, Our data, Our info, Our
information, Outreach, Participat*,
Talk to, Talk with, Work with
Research: Assess*, Data, Evidence,
Research*, Scientific*, Stud*

Internal Conflicts
Blaming Longliners: Longlin*
Blaming Netters: Gill net*, Lay Net*,
Purse sein*
Blaming Charters: Charter*
Hawaiʻi Small Boat Fishery is not the
Problem: Blame, Golf, Handlin*,
Hook*, Pole, Reel, Rod, Small Boat
Fisher*, Water flow, Sewage
Illegal FADS (fish aggregate devices)/
Private Buoys: Illegal buo*, Private

Locals Feeling Marginalized
Lack of Traditional Knowledge:
Cultur*, Custom*, Hawaiian*,
Indigenous, Kanaka, Tradition*,
Gathering right*
Displace Locals: Foreign*,
Immigrant*, Local*, Mainland,
Nonresiden*, Residenc*

Financial Hardships
Financial Hardships: Afford*, Cheap*, Consumer*, Cost, Costs, Earn*,
Econom*, Expenditur*, Expens*, Financ*, Fuel, Import, Imports,
Importing, Income*, Livelihood*, Mak* a living, Market*, Overpric*, Paid,
Price*, Profit*, Rich, Subsid*, Tax*, Wholesal*, Value, Worth
Resource Sustainability
Sustainable Practices: Capp*, Future*, Generation*, Grow, Reproduc*,
Replenish*, Spawn*, Sustain*, Restor*, Restock*, What about tomorrow
Overfishing: Collaps*, Conserv*, Declin*, Deplet*, Fished out, Greed*,
Kapu, Less fish, No fish, No fish* zone*, Over catch*, Overfish*, Over fish*,
Preserv*, Protect*, Sav* Wiped out

Thematic analysis
All 373 responses to the 2014 survey were manually coded into
seven prominent themes under the substance, relationship, and
process dimensions. Under substance, we had policy and
regulatory issues, financial hardships, resource sustainability.
Relationships yielded external conflicts and internal conflicts.
Process involved ineffective decision-making design, and locals
feeling marginalized (Table 3). These themes also laid the
foundation for the automated content analysis of 281 responses
from the 2007 survey. Themes emerging from the automated
analysis remained the same between years, but the frequency of
cited themes varied across the different survey years.
Substance:
The substance dimension included three themes: policy and
regulatory issues, financial hardships, and resource sustainability.
In 2014, the most common code under the theme of policy and
regulatory issues was the lack of maintenance toward
infrastructure (n = 95; 25% of total statements; Table 4):
The infrastructure for trailer boating is minimal at best.
Other states have better boating facilities than our island
state. The use of fish aggregate devices (FADs) is critical
to providing a destination for fishermen. Suddenly many
of these devices are not being redeployed. This causes
financial hardships by forcing the fishermen to travel
further and burn more fuel to find fish.
However, in 2007 the most common statements were access issues
regarding closed fishing areas (n = 72; 26%), e.g., “Bottom Fish
closures [are a] bad idea, really unfair, that’s [our] way of life.”

The second most common theme in the substance category in
2014 was to increase the size and weight limits of various fish (n
= 73; 20%). Statements under this theme expressed concern that
small juvenile fish were being caught. Many felt this was not
environmentally sustainable and was promoting overfishing, e.g.,
“Hawaiʻi needs to get a size limit for all ahi that is sold. No smaller
than reproductive size. Far too many baby fish being killed for
profit. What about tomorrow?” However, there was a considerable
decrease in the policy suggestion to increase the size and weight
limit for specific fish in the 2007 data set, with an n = 20 accounting
for only 7% of the total responses.
Financial hardships emerged as an economic substance issue
where fishers were concerned about their livelihood (2014: n =
64, 17%; 2007: n = 44, 16%):
Nets can wipe out entire schools of fish and leave nothing
behind. People say that we would not be able to keep up
with the demand for fish and it would drive prices higher.
As far as I can remember, we’re still getting the same
prices from back in the 80s and expenses have gone up
by 400%.
Fishers expressed the gravity of overfishing generally and the need
to protect marine resources for the future, which led to the theme
of resource sustainability (2014: n = 61; 16% 2007: n = 37; 13%),
e.g., “If we want to have fish for future generations then maybe
there should be more restrictions on longline fishing.”
Relationships:
The relationship dimension was divided into two themes of
external and internal conflicts. External conflicts were defined as
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Table 3. Analysis of automated content analysis (ACA) accuracy. The frequency of occurrence is the number of times the keywords
in each code occurred in the dataset for 2007 and 2014. The keyword in context tool (KWIC) accuracy is the proportion of times a
keyword was accurately classified into the appropriate coding structure over the total occurrences. * indicates unsatisfactory validity
where less than 80% of occurrences were correctly classified.
Classification Structure
Substance
Policy and Regulatory issues
Inadequate Enforcement
Catch Limit Regulations
Size/Weight Limit
Access Issues
Infrastructure Maintenance
Financial Hardships
Financial Hardships
Resource Sustainability
Overfishing
Sustainable Practices
Relationships
External Conflicts
Distrust
Respect
Internal Conflicts
Hawaiʻi Small Boat Fishery is not the Problem
Blaming Longliners
Blaming Netters
Blaming Charters
Illegal Fish Aggregate Devices/Private Buoys
Process
Ineffective Process Design
Equity
Input from Fishers
Research
Locals Feeling Marginalized
Lack of Traditional Knowledge
Displace Locals

Frequency of Occurrence
2014

2007

2014

374
245
35
15
27
124
44
74
74
55
24
31
257
86
73
13
171
14
85
61
10
1
104
53
12
21
20
51
21
30

847
540
81
52
134
102
171
170
170
137
37
100
349
141
131
10
208
34
55
106
13
16
202
103
24
22
57
99
32
67

92%
91%
97%
93%
85%
90%
93%
91%
91%
96%
96%
97%
88%
79%*
78%*
85%
92%
79%*
98%
89%
90%
100%
83%
85%
83%
81%
90%
80%
76%*
83%

92%
93%
96%
88%
97%
90%
92%
92%
92%
88%
92%
87%
93%
87%
86%
100%
97%
85%
100%
100%
92%
94%
88%
88%
88%
95%
86%
87%
97%
82%

a dispute between fishers and management, where fishers
expressed distrust toward management. Internal conflicts were
defined as a dispute among fishers based on gear type. The distrust
code was the most prominent code in external conflicts, generating
social tension between fishers and management (2014: n = 34,
9%; 2007: n = 51, 18%), e.g., “Shame on the scientists who should
be held accountable for KNOWINGLY skewing the data and
having government pay for studies that never required any,” and,
Federal regulations should be updated. Stop fooling the
public and show the correct numbers. If they keep this
up, who knows what else they might protect and start
banning other species. That is the problem when the
administration who don’t go in the ocean and make all
the rules.
Under the internal conflicts theme, the most prominent
statements were by fishers blaming longliners (2014: n = 37, 10%;
2007: n = 64, 23%) and fishers blaming netters (2014: n = 39, 10%;
2007: n = 37, 13%). Statements under these codes blamed
longliners and netters for overfishing, increased regulatory
actions and the subsequent effect on their livelihood:
Longliners are limiting the number of fish making it to
the islands. Maybe the longliners can be capped on the

KWIC Accuracy

2007

number of pounds being brought in on a daily basis. When
I call the automated fish auction recording and hear
numbers like 38,000 pounds being hauled in to the auction
by one boat, I have to believe that that has to have an
effect on the amount of fish making it to the islands. If
it’s not the longliners, then some other regulation needs
to be in effect to ensure that recreational fishermen have
a brighter future.
Stop net fishing in Kaneohe bay! Netters are depleting
inshore fisheries by leaving their nets all night long and
picking it up in the morning.

Process:
The process dimension showed the theme of ineffective decisionmaking design (2014: n = 43, 11%; 2007: n = 32, 11%) at both the
state and federal level, citing equity issues, fishers lacking a voice,
and the need for more research before implementing policy.
Another main theme under the process dimension is locals feeling
marginalized (2014: n = 27, 7%, 2007: n = 39, 14%) because of
displacement of locals in fishing, and the lack of traditional
knowledge in management, e.g., “More public meetings and
interaction so that the fisheries department can get input directly
from the fishermen.”
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Table 4. Percentage of respondents mentioning that code over total number of respondents for that group. a indicates a statistically
significant difference (p < 0.05) between commercial and non-commercial fishers in 2007; b indicates a statistically significant difference
(p < 0.05) between commercial and non-commercial fishers in 2014; c indicates a statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) between
all stakeholders in 2007 and 2014.
Classification Structure

Motivation
2007
Commercial
(n=118)

Substance
Policy and Regulatory issues
Inadequate Enforcement
Catch Limit Regulations
Size/Weight Limit
Access Issues
Infrastructure Maintenance
Financial Hardships
Financial Hardships
Resource Sustainability
Overfishing
Sustainable Practices
Relationships
External Conflicts
Distrust
Respect
Internal Conflicts
Hawaiʻi Small Boat Fishery is not
the Problem
Blaming Longliners
Blaming Netters
Blaming Charters
Illegal Fish Aggregate Devices/
Private Buoys
Process
Ineffective Process Design
Equity
Input from Fishers
Research
Locals Feeling Marginalized
Lack of Traditional Knowledge
Displace Locals

All Stakeholders
2014

Non-commercial
(n=163)

2007
(n=281)

Commercial
(n=211)

Non-commercial
(n=158)

a

73%
59%
b
9%
4%
b
23%
12%
23%
18%
18%
14%
b
5%
10%
38%
14%
10%
10%
27%
3%

75%
58%
b
17%
6%
b
15%
9%
30%
16%
16%
b
20%
b
11%
13%
34%
10%
8%
6%
27%
6%

54%
43%
9%
5%
c
7%
c
26%
c
12%
16%
16%
b
13%
9%
c
3%
c
48%
c
19%
c
18%
c
2%
c
36%
4%

a

48%
40%
9%
4%
6%
24%
12%
7%
a
7%
15%
13%
3%
a
42%
15%
15%
2%
33%
2%

29%
13%
0%
1%

a

18%
13%
5%
0%

a

9%
10%
3%
4%

11%
11%
1%
4%

23%
13%
3%
0%

24%
14%
3%
4%
8%
14%
4%
11%

23%
13%
4%
6%
4%
10%
4%
7%

17%
12%
8%
3%
1%
8%
4%
3%

15%
11%
5%
5%
2%
7%
2%
6%

23%
11%
4%
5%
c
6%
c
14%
4%
c
9%

62%
47%
8%
7%
9%
28%
11%
27%
a
27%
11%
8%
3%
a
57%
25%
23%
3%
39%
6%

Analysis of conflict
Although all respondents held a State of Hawaiʻi Commercial
Marine License, their motivation toward fishing activities varied.
In 2014, 211 (57%) self-identified as commercial fishers and 158
(43%) self-identified as non-commercial fishers (purely
recreational, recreational expense, subsistence, and cultural). In
2007, 118 (42%) fishers identified as commercial and 163 (58%)
as non-commercial. Given variation in motivation between our
datasets, and unbalanced datasets across survey years, we tested
for the significance of interactions using a multinomial logit
model. Finding none, we proceeded with a binomial model. We
used binomial logit models to determine if any of the 27 total
classifications differed by motivation (commercial vs. noncommercial) and across years. Of the 27 classifications evaluated
(see Appendix 1), only four were statistically significantly different
for motivation in 2007, and four in 2014 (Table 4). When analyzing
differences between all stakeholders in 2007 vs. 2014, 14 codes
were statistically significant spanning all dimensions (Table 4).
Coding co-occurrence coefficients were calculated to determine
how often each dimension co-occurred with every other

2014
(n=373)

c

74%
58%
12%
5%
c
20%
c
11%
c
25%
17%
17%
16%
8%
c
11%
c
36%
c
12%
c
9%
c
8%
c
27%
4%

c

c

10%
10%
2%
4%

c

16%
12%
6%
4%
c
2%
c
7%
3%
c
4%

c

c

dimension across the entire text sample to explore the degree to
which these associations changed from 2007 to 2014. All codes
were grouped by dimension then the co-occurrence of dimensions
was calculated. Coding co-occurrence coefficients varied from a
low of 0.228 between process and substance in 2014, to a high of
0.51 between relationship and process in 2007 (Table 5). A higher
coefficient number suggests a higher degree of overlap between
the two dimensions, i.e., in 2007, 51% of the time an individual
brought up a substance issue, they also brought up a relationship
issue. The relationship-substance coefficient was higher than the
process coefficient across both years, but lower in 2014 than 2007.
The process-substance and process-relationship coefficients were
lowest in 2014.
DISCUSSION
Manual text analysis, which is typically used in natural resource
contexts, is time-intensive and ill-suited to larger datasets.
Automated content analysis offers an alternative, leveraging
computing power to analyze large datasets quickly and efficiently.
Unfortunately, datasets from many natural resource management
contexts are not large enough to benefit from the efficiencies of
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Table 5. Correlation matrices of the substance, relationship, and process dimensions in 2007 and 2014.
2007
Conflict Framework
Substance
Relationships
Process

2014

Substance

Relationships

Process

Substance

Relationships

Process

1.00
0.510
0.387

1.00
0.367

1.00

1.00
0.421
0.228

1.00
0.274

1.00

most ACA techniques. In this study, we demonstrated the benefits
of a dictionary ACA as a complement to MCA for natural
resource issues. The dictionary approach is meant to enrich, but
not replace, the work of human coders, enabling researchers to
tackle a larger body of data while remaining theory driven. In the
case under investigation here, the method preserved the strengths
of MCA while maximizing the efficiencies of ACA, ultimately
providing interesting implications into the nature of conflict in
Hawaiian small boat fishery.
The total average accuracy of the dictionary approach was 92%
for the 2014 dataset and 89% for the 2007 dataset suggesting that
this method works well to assist in automating subsequent
surveys. Various aspects of the sector factored into the utility of
the dictionary approach. First, the conflict domain within a
fishery setting is predictable, consists of repeated key technical
terms, and topics remain relatively stagnant over time, all of which
facilitate the efficacy of a dictionary approach. Typically, with
word count methods, small entries within a dictionary generally
have too few hits to generate a meaningful outcome. However, a
relatively small number of key fishery-conflict words quickly
transmute the literal definition into a conceptual framework more
relevant to management. Second, the manner in which the
dictionary is constructed is important to increase the
insightfulness of the dictionary approach (Deng et al. 2019). In
our case, we used themes and codes from an initial round of MCA
to build a dictionary for the Hawaiian small boat fishery. These
themes and codes were inspired by a conceptual framework. This
is an inversion of the typical dictionary process, which we argue
delivers more deductive power compared with other forms of
ACA (Boumans and Trilling 2016). Typically, a dictionary
approach first analyzes the frequency of words, then, based on
the definition of the most popular words, the researcher decides
a category structure for each keyword contained in the dictionary
(Deng et al. 2017). Instead, we first manually classified codes to
deductively gain specificity from the context of the text, thereby
ensuring that the words chosen in the dictionary-maintained
sensitivity to contextual nuance while still preserving the strengths
of ACA. This process not only proved validity to automate future
Hawaiian small boat surveys but can provide salient insights into
the nature of conflict within the fishery.
Our results revealed substantive issues that fishers identified,
statements directly related to the tangible issue or conflict itself,
largely related to policy and regulatory disputes. These results
were expected because of the survey question’s specific aim of
gathering suggestions for management. Perhaps most interesting
given the intent and wording of the survey question is that in 2014
we see a statistically significant decrease in relationship conflicts
(48% to 36% of total responses) and a dramatic increase in
substance conflicts (53% in 2007 to 74% in 2014). At first glance,

it may look like the root of conflicts in the Hawaiʻi small boat
fishery are largely related to substance issues. However, when we
explore the nature of the conflict using a coding co-occurrence
matrix (Table 5), we find that much of the conflict is not solely
substantive issues but representative of frayed relationships
(underlying and/or identity-based) that make people feel less
trusting and more competitive toward other stakeholders. As
noted by others, conflicts over substance are often the outward
expressions of unresolved deeper levels of conflict (Madden and
McQuinn 2014, Crowley et al. 2017). The coding co-occurrence
matrix gave a sense of which dimensions co-occurred where the
highest association was between relationships and substance with
a coefficient of 0.510 for 2007 and 0.421 for 2014 (Table 5). These
findings suggest that substance issues that arise in the Hawaiʻi
small boat fishery may indeed be deeply seated in underlying and
identity-based conflicts where substance issues may surface as
symbolic manifestations for unmet social needs.
The improper treatment of relationship conflicts as surface level
substance problems may lead to short-term biological gains but
conflicts that persist and resurface over time leading to continuous
patterns of debate (Christie 2004, Pollnac et al. 2010). For
example, by heeding fishers’ suggestions on regulating specific
gear (substance), rather than addressing perceptions of distrust
and disrespect within the relationship dimension, it may prompt
compensatory behavior that deepens aggressive behavior,
deteriorates trust, and further cements conflicts in the underlying
and identity levels (Reed 2008, Madden and McQuinn 2014).
However, relationships are not only a cause of conflict but are
also a solution. Whether improving communication, rapport, or
building trust, strengthening relationships both externally and
internally within the Hawaiʻi small boat fishery is essential to
making issues more tractable. The value here of employing the
conflict framework in tandem with an automated approach allows
for a more complete representation of the drivers and treatments
of conflict in a quick and reliable way. By accurately
differentiating real substance conflicts from conflicts where
substantive issues are symbolic manifestations of deeper
relationship conflict, we can improve the chances of long-term
success. Identifying and addressing the hidden roots of social
conflict brings the focus away from deeper levels of conflict and
back to the dispute level where there is a greater ability to identify
areas of agreement that can be used as a social base for negotiating
disagreements.
Fewer codes representing the process dimension were identified,
and co-occurrences between process and the other conflict
dimensions were low. However, this does not mean that process
is unimportant, only that fishery participants are less likely to
include it as a management suggestion or topic needing further
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study. Effective decision-making processes can improve the
acceptability of management decisions as well as strengthen
relationships and build trust (Madden and McQuinn 2014).
Attention to process design may be an additional means to
improve the frayed relationships that were linked more clearly to
substantive disputes.

efficiently analyze future results of the Hawaiʻi small boat fishery
surveys. This research demonstrated how a dictionary-based
approach can be applied within the field of fishery and natural
resource conservation science, offering a valuable addition to the
methodological toolbox.

It is important to note that the dictionary method presented here
is not without limitations. First, the dictionary-based ACA still
requires several initial subjective steps, and any bias introduced
in the first round of manual coding will be applied in subsequent
automated analysis. MCA still needs to be performed to develop
a predetermined list of categories as well as word lists to assign
text to the respective categories. In our case, all coding was
conducted by one researcher. Although multiple coders can
improve confidence, we did not have two people code the entire
dataset, instead relying on discussion amongst the research team
for efficiency’s sake. Multiple coders can help to ensure
consistency of categorization by measuring the degree of
agreement among coders but employing a second coder is resource
intensive (MacPhail et al. 2016). The use of multiple coders
requires tests of inter-coder reliability to evaluate the extent to
which these coders make similar coding decisions (Lombard et
al. 2010) and for smaller datasets, the amount of time to train
coders for reliability could exhaust the dataset.

Responses to this article can be read online at:
https://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
php/12708

Another limitation is that the high accuracy of the fishery
dictionary only accounts for Type I errors (false positives) and
not Type II errors (false negatives). Type II errors that do not
contain the established keywords/phrases will not be detected by
the software and the precision may be affected. Type I errors are
limited by the iterative process of the 80% validity rule producing
reliable results (Bengston and Xu 1995). Type II errors, or
responses that are falsely omitted, are more difficult to control.
If a respondent illustrates a concept that is not matched by the
keyword/phrase within the dictionary, the response will be
overlooked in the analytical process. WordStat 8.0.16 contains
tools to manage Type II errors but they are rudimentary. One tool
enables the researcher to analyze statistics on the dictionary
coverage of data sets such as the percentage of sentences,
paragraphs, and cases that were automatically coded by the
dictionary. A decrease in dictionary coverage may indicate new
themes arose, vernacular has changed, or it is time to adapt the
dictionary to the new data presented.
CONCLUSION
NOAA’s 2007 and 2014 Hawaiʻi small boat fishery surveys
provided useful datasets to build and test the dictionary-based
ACA method in a fishery-conflict context. We found that the
dictionary approach performed well, with accuracy for most
terms rivaling the MCA. The size and nature of the datasets were
key to the success of the dictionary approach, as was the method
for constructing the dictionary. The data sets were small enough
to manually code and develop concepts, yet large enough to gather
repeated keywords and phrases to build a dictionary for ACA.
The dataset described predictable, common, and consistent
resource issues. Informing the dictionary with MCA, rather than
automatically generating a dictionary, ensured the dictionary’s
fidelity to the meanings of the words, and relevance to the conflict
context. Although the initial upfront time investment for
developing the dictionary was substantial, it can be used to
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Appendix 1.
Binomial Logit Model: Motivation 2007
This section presents the statistical tests between commercial and non-commercial fishers in 2007 for
each category (a in Table 4)

1. Substance
Call:
glm(formula = Substance ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-1.389 -1.151 0.980 1.204 1.204

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

0.4838

0.1895

2.553

0.0107 *

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.5452

0.2459

-2.217

0.0266 *

1.1 Policy and Regulatory Issues
Call:
glm(formula = Policy ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-1.135 -1.009 -1.009 1.221 1.356

Coefficients:

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-0.1018

0.1844

-0.552

0.581

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.3088

0.2441

-1.265

0.206

1.1.1 Inadequate Enforcement
Call:
glm(formula = Inadequate_Enforcement ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4394 -0.4394 -0.4394 -0.4208 2.2218

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.37955

0.33054

-7.199

6.07e-13 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.09038

0.42741

0.211

0.833

1.1.2 Catch Limit Regulations
Call:
glm(formula = Improve_Catch_Limit_Regulations ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.3747 -0.3747 -0.2739 -0.2739 2.5698

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.6210

0.3662

-7.158

8.2e-13 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.6434

0.5542

-1.161

0.246

1.1.3 Size/Weight Limit
Call:
glm(formula = Size_Weight_Limit ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4424 -0.4424 -0.3370 -0.3370 2.4069

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.2749

0.3166

-7.185

6.73e-13 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.5648

0.4667

-1.210

0.226

1.1.4 Access Issues
Call:
glm(formula = Access_Issues ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.8100 -0.8100 -0.7396 1.5964 1.6913

Coefficients:

(Intercept)

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

-0.9461

0.2051

-4.613

3.97e-06 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.2106

0.2753

-0.765

0.444

1.1.5 Infrastructure Maintenance
Call:
glm(formula = Infrastructure_Maintenance ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5117 -0.5117 -0.5117 -0.4832 2.1004

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.0890

0.2940

-7.105

1.2e-12 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.1219

0.3787

0.322

0.748

1.2 Financial Hardships
Call:
glm(formula = Fisher_.Livelihood ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.7954 -0.7954 -0.3911 -0.3911 2.2842

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-0.9886

0.2071

-4.774

1.80e-06 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-1.5438

0.3645

-4.236

2.28e-05 ***

1.3 Resource Sustainability
Call:
glm(formula = Sustainability ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5771 -0.5771 -0.4832 -0.4832 2.1004

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.0890

0.2940

-7.105

1.2e-12 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.3806

0.3656

1.041

0.298

1.3.1 Overfishing
Call:
glm(formula = Overfishing ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5385 -0.5385 -0.5385 -0.4208 2.2218

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.3795

0.3305

-7.199

6.07e-13 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.5218

0.4023

1.297

0.195

1.3.2 Sustainable Practices
Call:
glm(formula = Sustainable_Practices ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.2626 -0.2626 -0.2496 -0.2496 2.6398

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-3.3499

0.5087

-6.585

4.54e-11 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.1033

0.6820

-0.151

0.88

2. Relationships
Call:
glm(formula = Relationships ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-1.295 -1.039 -1.039 1.064 1.322

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

0.2729

0.1858

1.468

0.142

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.6072

0.2445

-2.484

0.013 *

2.1 External Conflicts (Fishers vs. Management)
Call:
glm(formula = External ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.7511 -0.7511 -0.5771 -0.5771 1.9364

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.1213

0.2138

-5.244

1.57e-07 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.5870

0.3049

-1.925

0.0542

2.1.1 Distrust
Call:
glm(formula = Distrust ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.7209 -0.7209 -0.5644 -0.5644 1.9574

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.2150

0.2191

-5.544

2.95e-08 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.5414

0.3113

-1.739

0.082 .

2.1.2 Respect
Call:
glm(formula = Respect ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.2270 -0.2270 -0.1928 -0.1928 2.8267

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-3.6463

0.5848

-6.235

4.52e-10 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.3302

0.8255

-0.400

0.689

2.2 Internal Conflicts (Fishers vs. Other Fishers)
Call:
glm(formula = Internal ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.9940 -0.9940 -0.8971 1.3726 1.4865

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-0.4480

0.1888

-2.374

0.0176 *

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.2543

0.2516

-1.011

0.3121

2.2.1 Hawaii Small Boat Fishery is not the Problem
Call:
glm(formula = Hawaii_Small_Boat_Fishery_is_not_the_Problem ~
Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.3497 -0.3497 -0.2229 -0.2229 2.7230

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.7636

0.3897

-7.092

1.33e-12 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.9190

0.6389

-1.438

0.15

2.2.2 Blaming Longliners
Call:
glm(formula = Blaming_Longliners ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.8245 -0.8245 -0.6378 -0.6378 1.8399

Coefficients:

(Intercept)

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

-0.9045

0.2033

-4.45

8.6e-06 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.5847

0.2867

-2.04

0.0414 *

2.2.3 Blaming Netters
Call:
glm(formula = Blaming_Netters ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5385 -0.5385 -0.5385 -0.5214 2.0311

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.92668

0.27636

-6.972

3.13e-12 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.06896

0.35906

0.192

0.848

2.2.4 Blaming Charters
Call:
glm(formula = Blaming_Charters ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.31725 -0.31725 -0.31725 -0.00005 2.45532

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-20.57

1632.21

-0.013

0.990

MotivationNon Commercial

17.60

1632.21

0.011

0.991

2.2.5 Illegal FADS/Private Buoys
Call:
glm(formula = Illegal_FADS_Private_Buoys ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.13047 -0.13047 -0.00002 -0.00002 3.08891

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-4.762

1.004

-4.742

2.12e-06 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-17.804

3775.013

-0.005

0.996

3. Process
Call:
glm(formula = Process ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.7360 -0.7360 -0.7176 -0.7176 1.7221

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.16761

0.21639

-5.396

6.82e-08 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.05776

0.28599

-0.202

0.84

3.1 Ineffective Process Design
Call:
glm(formula = Process_Design ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5578 -0.5578 -0.5385 -0.5385 2.0013

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.78191

0.26215

-6.797

1.07e-11 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.07581

0.34824

-0.218

0.828

3.1.1 Equity
Call:
glm(formula = Equity ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.2963 -0.2963 -0.2963 -0.2626 2.6017

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-3.3499

0.5087

-6.585

4.54e-11 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.2460

0.6388

0.385

0.7

3.1.2 Input from Fishers’
Call:
glm(formula = Input_from_Fishers ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.3370 -0.3370 -0.3370 -0.2943 2.5145

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-3.1179

0.4569 -

6.824

8.86e-12 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.2782

0.5713

0.487

0.626

3.1.3 Research
Call:
glm(formula = Research ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.3983 -0.3983 -0.2739 -0.2739 2.5698

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.4941

0.3468

-7.191

6.41e-13 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.7704

0.5416

-1.422

0.155

3.2 Locals Feeling Marginalized
Call:
glm(formula = Locals_Marginalized ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5398 -0.5398 -0.4546 -0.4546 2.1546

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.8524

0.2689

-6.889

5.62e-12 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.3655

0.3763

-0.971

0.331

3.3.1 Lack of Traditional Knowledge
Call:
glm(formula = Lack_of_Traditional_Knowledge ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.2963 -0.2963 -0.2963 -0.2943 2.5145

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-3.1179

0.4570

-6.823

8.94e-12 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.0140

0.5984

0.023

0.981

3.3.2 Displace Locals
Call:
glm(formula = Displace_Locals ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4832 -0.4832 -0.3738 -0.3738 2.3220

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.0890

0.2940

-7.105

1.2e-12 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.5370

0.4289

-1.252

0.211

Binomial Logit Model: Motivation 2014
This section presents the statistical tests between commercial and non-commercial fishers in 2014 for
each category (b in Table 4)

1. Substance
Call:
glm(formula = Substance ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-1.6727 -1.6179 0.7530 0.7936 0.7936

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

0.9939

0.1550

6.411

1.45e-10 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.1217

0.2410

0.505

0.614

1.1 Policy and Regulatory Issues
Call:
glm(formula = Policy ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-1.331 -1.310 1.031 1.031 1.050

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

0.35437

0.13985

2.534

0.0113 *

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.04821

0.21324

-0.226

0.8212

1.1.1 Inadequate Enforcement
Call:
glm(formula = Inadequate_Enforcement ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.6122 -0.6122 -0.4344 -0.4344 2.1943

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.3131

0.2405

-9.618

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.7337

0.3202

2.292

0.0219 *

1.1.2 Catch Limit Regulations
Call:
glm(formula = Improve_Catch_Limit_Regulations ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.3425 -0.3425 -0.2953 -0.2953 2.5118

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-3.1110

0.3406

-9.133

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.3043

0.4836

0.629

0.529

1.1.3 Size/Weight Limit
Call:
glm(formula = Size_Weight_Limit ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.7270 -0.7270 -0.5609 -0.5609 1.9632

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.1958

0.1630

-7.334

2.23e-13 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.5740

0.2783 -

2.062

0.0392 *

1.1.4 Access Issues
Call:
glm(formula = Access_Issues ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5128 -0.5128 -0.5128 -0.4467 2.1700

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.9623

0.2094

-9.369

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.2925

0.3428

-0.853

0.393

1.1.5 Infrastructure Maintenance
Call:
glm(formula = Infrastructure_Maintenance ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.8403 -0.8403 -0.7185 1.5572 1.7208

Coefficients:

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.2225

0.1642

-7.445

9.73e-14 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.3632

0.2393

1.518

0.129

1.2 Financial Hardships
Call:
glm(formula = Fisher_.Livelihood ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.6302 -0.6302 -0.5997 -0.5997 1.8997

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.5157

0.1792

-8.46

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.1090

0.2795

-0.39

0.697

1.3 Resource Sustainability
Call:
glm(formula = Sustainability ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.7305 -0.7305 -0.5438 -0.5438 1.9923

Coefficients:

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.8367

0.1999

-9.186

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.6518

0.2744

2.376

0.0175 *

1.3.1 Overfishing
Call:
glm(formula = Overfishing ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4772 -0.4772 -0.3116 -0.3116 2.4695

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-3.0007

0.3240

-9.262

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.8852

0.4134

2.141

0.0322 *

1.3.2 Sustainable Practices
Call:
glm(formula = Sustainable_Practices ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5203 -0.5203 -0.4579 -0.4579 2.1482

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.2025

0.2299

-9.579

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.2710

0.3318

0.817

0.414

2. Relationships
Call:
glm(formula = Relationships ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.9764 -0.9764 -0.9145 1.3927 1.4653

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-0.4932

0.1419

-3.476

0.00051 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.1622

0.2197

-0.738

0.46024

2.1 External Conflicts (Fishers vs. Management)
Call:
glm(formula = External ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5538 -0.5538 -0.4621 -0.4621 2.1401

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.7973

0.1971

-9.118

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.3859

0.3292

-1.172

0.241

2.1.1 Distrust
Call:
glm(formula = Distrust ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4579 -0.4579 -0.4579 -0.4144 2.2350

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.2025

0.2300

-9.578

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.2093

0.3697

-0.566

0.571

2.1.2 Respect
Call:
glm(formula = Respect ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4579 -0.4579 -0.4579 -0.3425 2.3939

Coefficients:

(Intercept)

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

-2.2025

0.2300

-9.578

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.6042

0.4132

-1.462

0.144

2.2 Internal Conflicts (Fishers vs. Other Fishers)
Call:
glm(formula = Internal ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.7971 -0.7971 -0.7854 1.6133 1.6288

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.01807

0.15591

-6.530

6.59e-11 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.03434

0.23719

0.145

0.885

2.2.1 Hawaii Small Boat Fishery is not the Problem
Call:
glm(formula = Hawaii_Small_Boat_Fishery_is_not_the_Problem ~
Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.3425 -0.3425 -0.2598 -0.2598 2.6100

Coefficients:

(Intercept)

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

-3.3722

0.3844

-8.773

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.5655

0.5153

1.097

0.273

2.2.2 Blaming Longliners
Call:
glm(formula = Blaming_Longliners ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4772 -0.4772 -0.4463 -0.4463 2.1708

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.256

0.235

-9.603

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.141

0.348

0.405

0.685

2.2.3 Blaming Netters
Call:
glm(formula = Blaming_Netters ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4918 -0.4918 -0.4579 -0.4579 2.1482

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.2025

0.2299

-9.579

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.1512

0.3400

0.445

0.656

2.2.4 Blaming Charters
Call:
glm(formula = Blaming_Charters ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.2402 -0.2402 -0.2402 -0.1596 2.9562

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-3.5313

0.4142

-8.526

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.8255

0.8234

-1.003

0.316

2.2.5 Illegal FADS/Private Buoys
Call:
glm(formula = Illegal_FADS_Private_Buoys ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.2953 -0.2953 -0.2953 -0.2783 2.5577

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-3.1110

0.3407

-9.132

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.1211

0.5379

-0.225

0.822

3. Process
Call:
glm(formula = Process ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.6023 -0.6023 -0.5740 -0.5740 1.9414

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-1.6151

0.1851

-8.727

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.1047

0.2887

-0.362

0.717

3.1 Ineffective Process Design
Call:
glm(formula = Process_Design ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5022 -0.5022 -0.5022 -0.4772 2.1116

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.0069

0.2130

-9.421

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.1087

0.3336

-0.326

0.745

3.1.1 Equity
Call:
glm(formula = Equity ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.3971 -0.3971 -0.3971 -0.3224 2.4426

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.5004

0.2601

-9.615

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.4308

0.4464

-0.965

0.335

3.1.2 Input from Fishers’
Call:
glm(formula = Input_from_Fishers ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.3224 -0.3224 -0.2598 -0.2598 2.6100

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-3.3722

0.3844

-8.773

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.4410

0.5286

0.834

0.404

3.1.3 Research
Call:
glm(formula = Research ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.1958 -0.1958 -0.1380 -0.1380 3.0524

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-4.6492

0.7105

-6.544

6e-11 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.7044

0.9190

0.766

0.443

3.2 Locals Feeling Marginalized
Call:
glm(formula = Locals_Marginalized ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.3971 -0.3971 -0.3971 -0.3799 2.3085

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-2.50041

0.26005

-9.615

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.09213

0.40662

-0.227

0.821

3.2.1 Lack of Traditional Knowledge
Call:
glm(formula = Lack_of_Traditional_Knowledge ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.2780 -0.2780 -0.2780 -0.1958 2.8157

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-3.2338

0.3605

-8.971

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

-0.7110

0.6853

-1.038

0.299

3.2.2 Displace Locals
Call:
glm(formula = Displace_Locals ~ Motivation, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.3425 -0.3425 -0.2402 -0.2402 2.6684

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-3.5313

0.4142

-8.526

<2e-16 ***

MotivationNon Commercial

0.7245

0.5379

1.347

0.178

Binomial Logit Model: All Stakeholders in 2007 & 2014
This section presents the statistical tests between all stakeholders in 2007 and 2014 for each category (c
in Table 4)

1. Substance
Call:
glm(formula = Substance ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-1.6350 -1.2478 0.7808 0.7808 1.1086

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-248.62810

48.20847

-5.157

2.50e-07 ***

Data_set

0.12396

0.02398

5.170

2.34e-07 ***

1.1 Policy and Regulatory Issues
Call:
glm(formula = Policy ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-1.320 -1.061 1.041 1.041 1.298

Coefficients:

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-175.01013

45.90513

-3.812

0.000138 ***

Data_set

0.08706

0.02283

3.814

0.000137 ***

1.1.1 Inadequate Enforcement
Call:
glm(formula = Inadequate_Enforcement ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5131 -0.5131 -0.4724 -0.4317 2.1998

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-106.97210

75.31929

-1.420

0.156

Data_set

0.05214

0.03744

1.392

0.164

1.1.2 Catch Limit Regulations
Call:
glm(formula = Improve_Catch_Limit_Regulations ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.3197 -0.3197 -0.3054 -0.3054 2.4853

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

23.86706

106.24325

0.225

0.822

Data_set

-0.01336

0.05284

-0.253

0.800

1.1.3 Size/Weight Limit
Call:
glm(formula = Size_Weight_Limit ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.6600 -0.6600 -0.3843 -0.3843 2.2990

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-333.85714

76.52607

-4.363

1.28e-05 ***

Data_set

0.16507

0.03803

4.341

1.42e-05 ***

1.1.4 Access Issues
Call:
glm(formula = Access_Issues ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.7694 -0.7694 -0.4888 -0.4888 2.0899

Coefficients:

(Intercept)

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

285.29900

61.24798

4.658

3.19e-06 ***

Data_set

-0.14268

0.03047

-4.682

2.84e-06 ***

1.1.5 Infrastructure Maintenance
Call:
glm(formula = Infrastructure_Maintenance ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.7668 -0.7668 -0.4999 -0.4999 2.0697

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-272.43923

63.27094

-4.306

1.66e-05 ***

Data_set

0.13474

0.03145

4.285

1.83e-05 ***

1.2 Financial Hardships
Call:
glm(formula = Fisher_.Livelihood ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.6136 -0.6136 -0.5836 -0.5836 1.9257

Coefficients:

(Intercept)

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

-33.05395

61.48862

-0.538

0.591

Data_set

0.01563

0.03057

0.511

0.609

1.3 Resource Sustainability
Call:
glm(formula = Sustainability ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5976 -0.5976 -0.5314 -0.5314 2.0137

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-74.74637

64.71197

-1.155

0.248

Data_set

0.03630

0.03217

1.128

0.259

1.3.1 Overfishing
Call:
glm(formula = Overfishing ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4226 -0.4226 -0.3951 -0.3951 2.2757

Coefficients:

(Intercept)

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

37.86005

83.33913

0.454

0.650

Data_set

-0.02005

0.04145

-0.484

0.629

1.3.2 Sustainable Practices
Call:
glm(formula = Sustainable_Practices ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4826 -0.4826 -0.4826 -0.2552 2.6234

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-381.01547

108.41886

-3.514

0.000441 ***

Data_set

0.18814

0.05387

3.493

0.000478 ***

2. Relationships
Call:
glm(formula = Relationships ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-1.1443 -0.9435 -0.9435 1.2108 1.4309

Coefficients:

(Intercept)

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

143.36251

46.23407

3.101

0.00193 **

Data_set

-0.07147

0.02299

-3.108

0.00188 **

2.1 External Conflicts (Fishers vs. Management)
Call:
glm(formula = External ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.6533 -0.6533 -0.5131 -0.5131 2.0459

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

149.19019

62.73802

2.378

0.0174 *

Data_set

-0.07505

0.03121

-2.405

0.0162 *

2.1.1 Distrust
Call:
glm(formula = Distrust ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.6329 -0.6329 -0.4372 -0.4372 2.1887

Coefficients:

(Intercept)

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

225.9688

68.1420

3.316

0.000913 ***

Data_set

-0.1133

0.0339

-3.343

0.000828 ***

2.1.2 Respect
Call:
glm(formula = Respect ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4095 -0.4095 -0.4095 -0.2078 2.7737

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-401.92165

130.67660

-3.076

0.00210 **

Data_set

0.19835

0.06492

3.055

0.00225 **

2.2 Internal Conflicts (Fishers vs. Other Fishers)
Call:
glm(formula = Internal ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.9438 -0.9438 -0.7854 1.4305 1.6288

Coefficients:

(Intercept)

Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

125.62574

49.09029

2.559

0.0105 *

Data_set

-0.06288

0.02441

-2.576

0.0100 *

2.2.1 Hawaii Small Boat Fishery is not the Problem
Call:
glm(formula = Hawaii_Small_Boat_Fishery_is_not_the_Problem ~
Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"), data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.2961 -0.2961 -0.2961 -0.2826 2.5458

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-30.54723

114.89161

-0.266

0.790

Data_set

0.01363

0.05713

0.239

0.811

2.2.2 Blaming Longliners
Call:
glm(formula = Blaming_Longliners ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.7190 -0.7190 -0.4571 -0.4571 2.1497

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

281.24387

64.34963

4.371

1.24e-05 ***

Data_set

-0.14074

0.03202

-4.396

1.10e-05 ***

2.2.3 Blaming Netters
Call:
glm(formula = Blaming_Netters ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5314 -0.5314 -0.4700 -0.4700 2.1251

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

73.04052

70.21570

1.040

0.298

Data_set

-0.03733

0.03492

-1.069

0.285

2.2.4 Blaming Charters
Call:
glm(formula = Blaming_Charters ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.2404 -0.2404 -0.2082 -0.2082 2.7721

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

79.73913

145.43274

0.548

0.583

Data_set

-0.04149

0.07234

-0.574

0.566

2.2.5 Illegal FADS/Private Buoys
Call:
glm(formula = Illegal_FADS_Private_Buoys ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.2082 -0.2082 -0.2082 -0.0844 3.3581

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-525.8302

305.8985

-1.719

0.0856 .

Data_set

0.2592

0.1519

1.706

0.0880 .

3. Process
Call:
glm(formula = Process ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.7254 -0.7254 -0.5922 -0.5922 1.9117

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

128.09793

57.35406

2.233

0.0255 *

Data_set

-0.06442

0.02853

-2.258

0.0239 *

3.1 Ineffective Process Design
Call:
glm(formula = Process_Design ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4950 -0.4950 -0.4950 -0.4917 2.0845

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

-6.015386

71.274090

-0.084

0.933

Data_set

0.001975

0.035442

0.056

0.956

3.1.1 Equity
Call:
glm(formula = Equity ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4226 -0.4226 -0.3647 -0.3647 2.3424

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

85.36236

86.20885

0.990

0.322

Data_set

-0.04371

0.04288

-1.019

0.308

3.1.2 Input from Fishers’
Call:
glm(formula = Input_from_Fishers ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.3424 -0.3424 -0.2961 -0.2961 2.5096

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

82.63541

104.17405

0.793

0.428

Data_set

-0.04257

0.05181

-0.822

0.411

3.1.3 Research
Call:
glm(formula = Research ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.2078 -0.2078 -0.1801 -0.1801 2.8740

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

78.91808

167.39904

0.471

0.637

Data_set

-0.04123

0.08326

-0.495

0.620

3.2 Locals Feeling Marginalized
Call:
glm(formula = Locals_Marginalized ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.5467 -0.5467 -0.3877 -0.3877 2.2916

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

206.10723

75.80783

2.719

0.00655 **

Data_set

-0.10360

0.03772

-2.747

0.00601 **

3.2.1 Lack of Traditional Knowledge
Call:
glm(formula = Lack_of_Traditional_Knowledge ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.2954 -0.2954 -0.2557 -0.2557 2.6217

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

81.23196

119.51631

0.680

0.497

Data_set

-0.04202

0.05945

-0.707

0.480

3.2.2 Displace Locals
Call:
glm(formula = Displace_Locals ~ Data_set, family = binomial(link = "logit"),
data = comnon_cnt)

Deviance Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-0.4226 -0.4226 -0.2961 -0.2961 2.5096

Coefficients:
Estimate Std.

Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)

208.11303

95.59061

2.177

0.0295 *

Data_set

-0.10487

0.04756

-2.205

0.0274 *

